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Abstract. Recently, Software development has been considerably grown. Fault in the software causes fault and interrupts 

the output. Characteristics like these make it much challenging to avert software flaws. Spontaneously forecasting the 

amount of flaws within the software modules is essential and also can assist developers to proficiently allot restricted 

resources. Recently, numerous Software Defect Prediction (SDP) techniques are developed. But, the accuracy and time-

consuming challenges still remain to be solved. Also, a few top-notch techniques don't properly classify the software 

whereas it is a needed metric to ensure quality standards. This work proffers a novel Decaying Learning Rate – Learning 

vector Quantization (DLR-LVQ) classifier to forecast the software defect. The proposed methods consist of the following 

steps: redundant data removal, feature extraction (FE), feature oversampling, data normalization, defect prediction (DP), 

and quality prediction. The proposed DLR-LVQ’s attained outcome is assessed with the existent methodologies. The 

outcomes exhibit that the methodology proposed attains efficient classification outcomes are examined. 

Keywords: Software Defect Prediction (SDP), Non defective software quality prediction, BM-SMOTE, Decaying 

Learning Rate, Learning Vector Quantization, Fuzzy rules, HDFS and Map Reduce.   

1. Introduction 

  Technical progressions in the software systems are created recently and they become progressively versatile and also 

powerful [1]. Software’s quality is a crucial ingredient aimed at software triumph [2]. After numerous ages of research, SDP 

stays to be a significant research subject prevalent in the software engineering field [3]. The proficiency of a Software 

Development Life Cycle’s (SDLC’s) testing phase can be incremented utilizing SDP [4]. Whilst a software module’s flaw can 

be forecasted in advance via examining its source code or else development procedure, the software developer (programmer) 

concentrates on those defective modules aimed at boosting the software’s quality [5]. Software consequences, namely fault 

and failures, can decrement the software quality that directs towards customer’s dissatisfaction [6]. The SDP identifies the 

defective software components. Software maintenance and as well evolution are crucial to guarantee a software system's 

quality [7]. The cost of even deprived software’s quality is much high [8]. Even though its significance and widespread 

applicability, the defective software modules’ detection is an intricate operation, principally in intricate and also large-scale 

software systems [9]. SDP will as well aid assigning testing resources expeditiously via ranking software system modules in 

handling their flaws [10]. Thus, automated prediction of software’s defect-prone components is a vital and fundamental activity 

for highly dynamic software systems in the software development procedure course [11]. Diverse SDP are proffered to boost 

the software’s quality over the previous few decades [12]. Aimed at boosting the software illness prediction, the code profiles’ 

usage as function variables in the traditional metrics’ region is required [13]. Since the 1970s, SDP technology has begun to 

develop gradually. The current design is primarily implemented centred on a machine learning (ML) technique [14]. ML has 

emerged as a dominant tool in material science aimed at building precise predictive material designs rapidly and also 

automatically aimed at the novel materials’ rational design [15]. This paper proffered a novel classifier aimed at SDP and to 

determine software quality. This work’s draft structure is schematized as: section-2 reviews the associated works concerning 

the protocol proposed; section-3 presented the proposed work’s brief explication; section-4 emplicated the experiential 

outcome; section-5 reveals the conclusion. 

 

2. Related Work 

Kechao Wang et al. [16] developed a minimal absolute contraction and selection operator centred on Support Vector 

Machine (LASSO–SVM) aimed at SDP. SVM’s optimal value was acquired employing the cross-validation algorithm’s 

parameter optimization capability. The simulation results’ accuracy was 93.25%, the recall rate was 78.04%, and as well the 

f-metric was 72.72%. However, there exists an issue whilst the cross-validation chooses the SVM optimal parameters. Jinyin 

Chen et al. [17] introduced a Collective Training procedure aimed at DP (CTDP) that comprises ‘2’ phases: source data 

expansion stage and then adaptive weighting stage. CTDP made the source and also target projects’ feature distributions 

identical to one another via transfer learning and utilized the particle swarm optimization technique aimed at widely pondering 

the diverse source projects aimed at predicting the target project. Outcomes exhibited that CTDP efficiently boosted the 

performance. But, a few projects had negative transfer impacts on others, directing towards bad predictions analogized to the 
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direct CPDP. Hongliang Liang et al. [18] developed vector sequences and also their labels (defective or else non-defective) for 

creating a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network. The LSTM design spontaneously could learn the programs’ semantic 

information and also execute DP. The assessment outcomes on ‘8’ open-source projects exhibited that the Seml had outshined 

‘3’ DP techniques on majority of the datasets aimed at within-project DP and also cross-project DP. But, the data flow 

information and semantic information were not captured. Qiao YU et al. [19] presented a feature selection (FS) technique 

centred upon a similarity measure (SM) aimed at SDP. Every feature subset was examined on a k-nearest neighbor (KNN) 

design and enumerated by an Area Under Curve (AUC) metric aimed at the classification performance. The experimentations 

were executed on 11 National Aeronautics and also Space Administration (NASA) datasets and the outcomes exhibited that 

this methodology performed efficient analogized to the compared FS approaches regarding classification performance. 

However, they evaluated this protocol just on the KNN design. Kapil Juneja [20] introduced a fuzzy-filtered neuro-fuzzy 

protocol aimed at predicting the software flaws intended for internal and also external software projects. Fuzzy rules were 

employed to these procedures aimed at the effective and high-impact features’ selection. The approximation was employed to 

internal version-specific fault prediction and also external software projects examination. This prediction outcome signified 

that the protocol proposed has yielded a greater accuracy, low error rate, and also noteworthy AUC and GM aimed at inter-

project and as well inter-version assessments. However, this system had high computation complexity. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

This work proposes a ML algorithm, namely DLR-LVQ for SDP and fuzzy rules aimed at predicting the software’s quality. 

This methodology comprising ‘6’ major steps that are: redundant data removal, FE, sampling, normalization, DP, and then 

software quality prediction. Initially, all the data sets, namely CM1, KC1, KC2, KC3, MC2, PC1, PC3, and also PC4, are 

collected as of the publicly available source. Next, the post-processing step was applied in all the datasets using HDFC and 

Map Reduce (MR). The attributes are extracted from the dataset. Then, sampling utilizing the BM-SMOKE procedure is done 

aimed at the features extracted. Sampled data are normalized to bring all the variables to the identical range with the log-

scaling’s help. Next, the SDP phase is done utilizing a novel DLR-LVQ algorithm. Finally, utilizing the fuzzy rules, the 

software’s quality is predicted. Fig-1 exhibits the proposed method’s block diagram.   

 

 
FIGURE 1. Architecture of proposed system 

 

4. Hdfs and Map-Reduce 

Herein, the data repeated in the dataset collected is eliminated utilizing the Hadoop Distributed File system (HDFS) and 

MR function. The HDFS and MR are the Hadoop ecosystem’s core components. HDFS is for Distributed storage and MR is 

for distributed processing. HDFS is diverse as of the ordinarily distributed file systems wherein it comprises a greater storage 

capacity, and is modelled to stock the huge datasets. The dataset collected is stocked in HDFS. MR is the processing layer 

of Hadoop. MR programming design is modelled aimed at processing massive data volumes in parallel by portioning the work 

as independent tasks set. The MR technique encompasses ‘2’ important operations, namely Map and then Reduce. In the Map 

stage, the HDFS data is processed utilizing the indicated Map function. Data to the Map stage is inputted as of HDFS. The 

Map function can be modelled aimed at counting the number of distinctive existences of a word within a preprocessed data. 

The output as of the reduce function is an MR application’s output that signifies the collected dataset’s reduced dataset. The 

output as of an MR application is typically stocked inside the HDFS. 
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5. Feature Extraction 

FE is the term for the methodologies that choose and combine variables into features, efficiently decrementing the amount 

of data that must be processed, whilst yet accurately and fully elucidating the actual data-set. The attributes are extracted as of 

the reduced dataset, after performing HDFS and MR functions. Feature Oversampling using BM-SMOTE The features 

extracted are inputted to BM-SMOTE for over-sampling. Oversampling methodologies are utilized aimed at handling the class 

imbalance issue. SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) is amidst the well-known and most popular sampling 

techniques aimed at addressing the class imbalance learning issues. SMOTE’s advantages exhibit that in analogy with the 

random oversampling methodology, it can administer the over-fitting issue to a huge level. Nevertheless, SMOTE’s drawback 

is that it uses a random function to sample the features, which degrades the classification accuracy. Aimed at synchronously 

resolving this issue, a grouped SMOTE methodology with Brownian motion (BM-SMOTE) is proffered in this work. The 

steps are explained follow as,  

Step 1: Setting the dataset A , input features )y,...y,yy( n21  aimed at every Ay , the k-nearest neighbors of y is 

obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between y  and every other sample in set A . 

 Step 2: The sampling rate N  is fixed regarding the imbalanced proportion. Aimed at every Ay , N  examples 

)y,...y,y( n21  are chosen randomly as of its k-nearest neighbors, and they build the set 1A  . 

Step 3: Aimed at every example  1Ayk   , )N,...,,k( 321  the subsequent formula is utilized to create a novel example: 

wherein rand (0, 1) signifies the random number betwixt 0 and 1. Wherein, s
'y signifies the sampling data that are freshly 

synthesized in eqn. (1). 

                                    
)yy(*),(randyy ks

'  10
                                 (1)

 

 Instead of rand (0, 1) introduces Brownian motion )t(BM . The purpose aimed at picking the Brownian motion technique is 

that its isotropic methodology (utterly direction-independent) increments the discovery proficiency. BM-SMOTE procedure 

boosts the linear interpolation process, increments the randomness prevalent in the interpolation procedure. The normal 

sequence can be chosen to be computable that are exhibited in eqn. (2). 

)yy(*)t(BMyy ks
' 

                                                    (2)
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        Wherein, T implies the motion time-period in seconds; N signifies the number of sudden motions that is in proportion to 

time; the term d  symbolizes the dimension; f  implies the features; s
'y signifies the output sampled features and 

n
''''

s
' y,...,y,y,yy 321  aimed at the subsequent iteration. 

6. Data Normalization 

Herein, the sampled features s
'y are normalized utilizing the log scaling methodology that is offered in eqn. (7). The 

normalization’s goal is to transform features to be on a similar scale. This boosts the model’s performance and its training 

stability. 

                                  
)ylog(N s

'

d                                                                           (7)
 

      Log scaling calculates the log of the values aimed at compressing a comprehensive range to a narrow range. Log scaling is 

beneficial whilst a handful of values comprise numerous points, whilst most other values comprise limited points. This data 

distribution is termed the power-law distribution.  Log scaling varies the distribution, assisting to boost the linear design 

performance. Defect Prediction with DLR-LVQ The normalized data dN are inputted to the DLR-LVQ classifier for 

identifying the software flaw. Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is an Artificial Neural Network type that is as well 

enthused by the neural systems’ biological designs. It can as well deal with the multiclass classification issue. LVQ 
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comprises ‘2’ layers: the Inputted layer and then the Outputted layer. The normal unsupervised training stage’s procedure, 

akin to the Kohonen self-organized feature map, is detailed as, The conventional LVQ comprises the highest learning error 

issue that direct towards the data’s misclassification. So this work establishes a new learning mechanism termed DLR into the 

conventional LVQ that boosts the LVQ’s learning rate and boosts the classification accuracy. Fig-2 explicates DLR-LVQ’s 

architecture. This DLR centred LVQ is termed DLR-LVQ. DLR-LVQ’s steps are:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Architecture of DLR-LVQ 

Step 1:  Initialize every input feature  )N,...,N,N,N(N nd 321  that is uniquely attributed to a codebook vector )(W j 0 ; 

)m,...,,,(j 210
,
 t  =time, at 0t  ( m the network’s size), with the weights’ magnitudes inside the definite range 

regarding the inputs. The weight vector ))t(W( j  is articulated by eqn. (8) as, 

T

jnjjjj )]t(W)...t(W),t(W),t(W[)t(W 321
                             (8) 

 Herein, n = the vector’s dimension, T = maximum epoch number.  

Step 2: A sample N  is to be taken as of the data that is signified in this case vector. 

Step 3:  For the input )]t(N),...t(N),t(N),t(N[)t(N n321 , the finest matching (winning) neuron is attained utilizing 

Euclidean distance as, 

||}WNmin{||arg)N(Y jj 
                                                     (9) 

 All neurons’ synaptic weight vectors are updated utilizing the update formula as, 





 

otherwise)t(W

Cjif)]t(W)t(N[n)t(W{)t(W

j

jjj 1

                                          (10) 

 Herein, n  = learning rate and C  signifies that winner.  

Step 4: Alter the winner unit’s weight: 











jiccc

jiccc

CifC))t(WN)(t()t(W)t(W

CifC))t(WN)(t()t(W)t(W

1

1

                                    (11) 

            Herein, C  is once more utilized to signify the winning neuron; iC  implies the class allotted to the winner; jC  

symbolizes the class; the input N  originating from, 
ji CC   input features are within the class. Hence, the software was 

defeated by those features.  
ji CC   input features aren’t in the assigned class. So, the software wasn’t defected.  implies 

the proposed learning rate. Additionally, the subsequent DLR is elected aimed at the earning rate in equation (12). Figure 3 

elucidates the proposed DLR-LVQ algorithm’s pseudo-code. 
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FIGURE 3. pseudo-code for the proposed DLR-LVQ algorithm 

In the DLR methodology, the learning rate decrements with an increment in epochs/iterations. This technique overcomes the 

error learning rate issue in the conventional technique.  

T*/  10                                                             (12) 

Herein, 0 is the initial learning rate;  implies the hyper-parameters;   signifies the decay rate and is the learning rate at a 

certain maximal iteration number )T( .Quality Prediction using Fuzzy Rules Pondering all chosen software metrics one at an 

instance, it is needed to describe numerous rules aimed at forecasting the non-defected software’s quality. Therefore, the 

software metrics engaged from phase to phase are pondered in the design proposed. It has decremented the essential number 

of rules. Eqn. (13) exhibits the fuzzy rules to forecast the software’s quality.
 

Rule: IF
i

mm

i KisF,...,KisF 11 , THEN 
iOisL                                 (13) 

Herein, m implies the number of software input metrics. )m,...,,,j(K i

j 321 .
iO are the software quality’s output labels 

that indicates the software quality as high, medium or else low. i signifies each fuzzy rule’s index,
mRF  symbolizes the 

input vector and 
mRL implies the output variable. 

7. Result and Discussion 

  Herein, the proposed DLR-LVQ classification’s outcomes are examined aimed at the SDP. A novel classifier’s performance 

is examined in the performance examination section and the work proposed is applied in JAVA’s functioning platform. 

performance analysis Herein, DLR-LVQ's performance is assessed with diverse existent methodologies. The proposed DLR-

LVQ’s outcome is analogized with the prevalent techniques, namely Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Deep Learning 

Modified Neural Network (DLMNN), Deep Learning Neural Network (DLNN), and Modified Deep Elman Neural Network 

(MDENN). The outcomes are analogized regarding a few performance metrics centred upon accuracy and F-Measure. The 

graph is employed to recognize the efficient performance that is exhibited below. Figure 4(a) exhibits the proposed DLR-

LVQ’s classification accuracy. DLR-LVQ outcomes are analogized with the existent CNN, DLNN, DLMNN, and also 

MDENN. Aimed at 200 size of Line Of Code (LOC), the proposed DLR-LVQ has 97.53% accuracy, whereas the existing 

methods CNN, DLNN, DLMNN, and MDENN attains 89.08, 92.55, 93.21, and 96.35. Thus, for all sizes of LOC, the proposed 

DLR-LVQ attains enhanced classification accuracy analogized to all existent techniques. Figure 4(b) exhibits the proposed 

DLR-LVQ’s F-Measure. The outcomes are analogized with the prevalent methodologies, namely CNN, DLNN, DLMNN, and 

also MDENN. Aimed at 250 sizes of LOC, the existent CNN, DLNN, DLMNN, and also MDENN attained 89.09, 92.7, 93.89, 

and 96.78 F-Measure, whereas the proposed DLR-LVQ has 98.78. Thus, for all size of LOC, the proposed DLR-LVQ attains 

high F-Measure value than other techniques. The results validate the proposed DLR-LVQ’s superior performance 
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(a)                                                                    (b) 
FIGURE 4. Classification acuuracy of the proposed system 

 

8. Conclusion 

A novel DP is proposed in this work. The methodologies proposed utilize ‘6’ steps to forecast the defective software and 

assess the non-defective software’s quality. Thus, the system has decremented the redundant data and increments the 

classification accuracy, and decrements the learning rate. The DLR-LVQ proposed is analogized with existent CNN, DLNN, 

DLMNN, and also MDENN concerning a few performance metrics, namely accuracy and also F-Measure. The PROMISE 

dataset is utilized aimed at examining the proposed methodology’s performance. The proposed DLR-LVQ attains 99.12 

accuracy, and also 98.78 F-Measure aimed at 250-size of LOC. The analogized outcomes exhibits the proposed system’s 

effective classification accuracy. Mining procedure is employed aimed at boosting DP’s accuracy in future.   

. 
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